Ch. Loral’s Mudrei Sava, CD

Male. White and cream-brindle    Owner: Mrs. Albert J. Groshans
Whelped December 16, 1968    Center Valley, PA
Bred by Lorraine M. Groshans

After taking best puppy at the BCOA Specialty Match, Mudrei took a three point major at his first point show going over specials for BOS. He finished shortly thereafter with four majors total. After two group placings early in 1971, Mudrei was introduced to racing where he was a consistent winner. He is also a natural happy worker in obedience. OFA # BZ28.

Ch. Trezor Ivan
Ch. Loral’s Iossí Ivanevitch
Ch. Loral’s Electra Zorka
Ch. Loral’s Alpha Sverkai
Ch. Loral’s Kari Kostenov
Ch. Elmuer Zoi Tamihof

Ch. Ramadi of Sunbarr Ranch
Ch. Trezor Alupka
Ch. Petrikov Midas of Sunbarr
Loral’s Bakarska Vodica
Ch. Nicholas Siberius
Arlekeen of Frontier
Ch. Yelmorb Kolchak
Ch. Walhof Fraun